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ABSTRACT 
 
 In this thesis paper, I will document and analyze the process of making my graduate 
thesis film, Vela & Niyah. I will start by stating my overall goal of the film, then move into each 
specific area of the filmmaking process and what was done to accomplish this goal. I will detail 
my successes and struggles throughout the process. I will analyze my own work, and reflect on 
the important lessons learned while making my thesis film. In the end, I will determine if my 
thesis proves true, and if I was successful in the individual aspects of filmmaking, as well as the 
thesis film as a whole. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Vela & Niyah is a story that grew out of dream I have carried with me since I was a child. 
A dream to see women that looked like me have a place in the fantastical world created in 
science fiction and fantasy films. Yet, to be a fan of this genre is to engage with films in which I 
did not see myself represented. No matter how much I loved these films, as I grew older the 
overall “whiteness” of the films became increasingly obvious.  
A typical response when criticizing Hollywood’s lack of representation is to make the 
challenge “make your own work.” If it was as simple as that surely there would be more Black 
women in science fiction films, yet there are not. As an aspiring filmmaker, the amount of 
frustration this response brings up has become tiresome. So, when the time came to make my 
thesis film, I knew I could not allow this opportunity to pass without making my own story.  
Vela & Niyah was a vehicle through which I could make that years old dream come true. 
I could portray a complex image of Black sisterhood in a way I had rarely seen onscreen before. 
I wanted this film to be unapologetic about its subject matter, about its cast and offer a different 
view on how we can be seen in film. Before I began writing the script, I reflected on a quote by 
Toni Morrison. “I never asked Tolstoy to write for me, a little colored girl in Lorain, Ohio. I 
never asked [James] Joyce not to mention Catholicism or the world of Dublin. Never. And I 
don't know why I should be asked to explain your life to you...If I tried to write a universal 
novel, it would be water. Behind this question is the suggestion that to write for Black people is 
somehow to diminish the writing. From my perspective there are only Back people. When I say 
'people,' that's what I mean.”1  This quote helped me to firm my resolve and erased the initial 
doubts I had about making the film.  
                                               
1 Morrison, Toni and Danielle Taylor-Guthrie, Conversations with Toni Morrison, (University of Mississippi 1994) 
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The journey of making Vela & Niyah was as much an emotional journey as a learning 
experience. I hope that those who see the film will be able to sympathize with both Vela and 
Niyah. The sisters are in an impossible situation and there is not a happy ending. They are able to 
find solace in their love for each other and Vela can draw on the strength of her mother’s love. 
Niyah is and will always be firstborn and in the end, Vela comes to terms with that. She realizes 
that her jealousy is not worth sacrificing her sister. In terms of universality, this is the message of 
the film to resonate with those who watch it. Yet, I did not make this film with the idea of a 
universal message in mind. I did not make this film for everyone and anyone. Truly I made this 
film for myself. I made it for my sisters who did not think the genre of science fiction was for 
them for a long time. Most importantly, I made this film for the young Black child who did not 
see herself in the movies she loved so much. In this way, this paper will show how Vela & Niyah 
realized the goal I had when I began the process of making my thesis film. This film was a true 
opportunity to create a film that showcased Black women in a beautiful and complex way. In 
this, I believe I succeeded.  
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CHAPTER 2 
INSPIRATIONS 
 
 It is hard to pinpoint a single source of inspiration for Vela & Niyah. Instead, I believe it 
is a story that came about as a result of several things. In many ways Vela & Niyah finds its 
origins in Afrofuturism, in Octavia Butler novels, in previous films directed by Black women 
and in the relationship I have with my own sisters.  
In preparing to write my script, I researched Afrofuturism extensively. Afrofuturism is a genre 
that grew out of a desire to see Black people in the future. I read many short story anthologies 
centered under the genre of Afrofuturism and I found them to be very refreshing and inspiring. 
Most of the anthologies I read were written by authors of the African diaspora. This is an 
umbrella that covers a wide array of topics and stories so the creativity and subject matter varied 
immensely. These stories increased my faith that there was an audience for Vela & Niyah and 
that there were others who wished to see themselves in creative works that took place in the 
future.   
Science fiction author Octavia Butler further expanded my foray into Afrofuturism. It was 
inspiring to read her novels and have a sense that even if Black women are excluded, we can 
create our own futures that center us. Her novels had a profound impact on me as a person. From 
this grew my desire to have a film where Black women were at the forefront of a story that took 
place in the future. A story that would show women in the future in a positive and complex way. 
I think back to films such as The Abyss (James Cameron, 1989), Star Wars: A New Hope 
(George Lucas, 1977), and even Blade Runner (Ridley Scott, 1982). These films were significant 
parts of my childhood. Yet, I did not see myself in them. Neither in front nor behind the camera. 
Vela & Niyah grew out of a desire to change that.  
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It was also important to watch films by Black women filmmakers center on Black women and 
sisterhood. If my goal was to show Black sisterhood in a dystopian setting, I felt it was important 
to see how it had been brought to the screen without a science fiction setting. Although there 
were not many films, the ones I watched had a great influence on Vela & Niyah. Daughters of 
the Dusk (Julie Dash, 1991) resembled my basic idea in the themes of sisterhood between 
women of African descent. Eve’s Bayou (Kasi Lemmons, 1997) centers on the story of young 
Eve, her struggle with her family, and her transition into adulthood. It has always been one of my 
favorite films and while watching it in preparation for my thesis film, I focused primarily on the 
relationship between the sisters, Eve and Cisely. The film ends on an embrace between the two 
sisters that I knew I wanted to emulate in Vela & Niyah. The Secret Life of Bees (Gina Price-
Bythewood 2008) also deserves a mention. Although it centers more on the relationship between 
a young Black girl and her chosen caregivers, it was still a good film to watch in preparation for 
Vela & Niyah.  
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CHAPTER 3 
WRITING VELA & NIYAH 
 
At the onset I was certain of two facts regarding my thesis film: that it would be a science 
fiction film and it would be about sisters. The film would focus on the sisters and their 
relationship, but it was important to me that the film had a science fiction background. The story 
and specific backdrop went through many changes before I arrived at the final script. 
I was and still am extremely passionate about this project, but the writing of it was a 
definite challenge. Yes, the genre was science fiction but the challenge then became the scope. 
How could I write a short film that takes place in the future, let alone a film that I could feasibly 
shoot? It was important that the film was a science fiction film as it was the entire basis of my 
original idea, but the question became how I could accomplish this with a degree of believability. 
I did not want the film to have an air of a low budget film and distract the audience. I needed the 
scope to be feasible and other worldly at the same time.  
On the other hand, I had the relationship of the sisters. In the beginning, I knew nothing 
of their relationship, but I knew that I needed it be both dynamic and simple enough to convey 
what I needed in a short film. It was important to show a side of sisterhood between Black 
women I had not seen in a film before, but I needed that relationship to be grounded in reality. 
The audience would already have to adjust to the strangeness of the setting. The relationship of 
the sisters had to be both strong and relatable enough to ground the audience in that setting. 
There are two classes that definitely shaped the script: The Thesis Writing Class and Film 
Theory. The screenwriting class proved to be a great environment for building the script. Erik 
Hansen and others in the class were extremely helpful. I received feedback that helped the script 
to develop. In the Film Theory class, for my paper topic I chose to do a piece on people of color 
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in recent dystopian films. The paper provided the opportunity to research and watch films that 
were in the same genre as Vela & Niyah.  
The best part of the thesis class was that it helped me to scale down my project 
significantly. The initial synopsis of the film involved alien invasions, without ever showing the 
aliens, and one sister killing off the other. This idea was rightly cast aside. Another early idea 
focused primarily on one sister’s relationship with their father and that too was cast aside. It was 
not in keeping with my original ideas for the film. At that point, Erik gave me an extremely 
critical direction: focus on a small aspect of the sister’s relationship, such as a single day in their 
lives. I do not think Vela & Niyah would be what it is if Erik had not said that at a crucial 
moment in the writing process. It became obvious that I was allowing the science fiction aspect 
of the film to overwhelm the relationship about the sisters. My ideas were too big to be contained 
in a short film with the limitations of what was feasible. I needed to think smaller. So, I went 
back to the drawing board. I settled on the idea of a coming of age ceremony that takes place in 
the future and how the sisters were affected by it. There would be two sisters and in this 
futuristic society, one would be able to take part in the ceremony and one would not. The film 
would focus on this single day in their lives and how they each reacted to it.  
This new idea seemed to be the solution to all my problems with scale. But the challenge 
became adapting this idea to a futuristic setting. My paper for the Film theory class was titled 
“Dystopias and the Allegory of Oppression.” It focused specifically on the seemingly post-racial 
stance of dystopian films that deal with allegories or metaphors of oppression. The research of 
my paper fueled the desire for this to be a science fiction film and helped me to come to the 
conclusion that the film should take place in the distant future, specifically, in a dystopian future. 
The presence of Black women in science fiction films is already lacking, yet in dystopian films, 
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our presence is even more diminished. I wanted the film to counter the stereotypical roles that I 
found doing my research. Black women were most often reduced to role of the Magical Negro 
meant to help the White protagonist achieve their goal: Rue in The Hunger Games (Francis 
Lawrence, 2012) dies after helping the protagonist Katniss, the Oracle in The Matrix (Lana 
Wachowski and Lily Wachowski, 1999) appears only to give the protagonist a crucial piece of 
advice and then is never seen again. 
Now, I had a specific dynamic on which to base the relationship of the sisters and a 
futuristic setting that was much more feasible to accomplish than an alien invasion. The work 
then became scaling down this idea. Each new draft saw a decrease in the scale of the project. 
Some versions of the script involved too many elements. Originally, the ceremony itself was 
within the script and Vela had to go before a council of elders who refused to allow her to take 
part in the coming of age ceremony. In another draft of the script, the father of the sisters actually 
made an appearance, but it proved to detract from the relationship between Vela and Niyah, and 
focused more on Vela’s relationship with her father. I had to remind myself that this was a film 
about sisters and it should remain that way.  
After removing extraneous characters and elements, I believe the final script became 
what I originally intended for it to be. The idea that one sister is favored over the other is an 
aspect of the film that I believe audiences can relate to.  Dystopian films are a growing trend in 
the science fiction genre. After the success of The Matrix and The Hunger Games franchises, I 
believe that the setting will not be so strange as to prevent an audience member from enjoying 
the film. I cannot say enough how helpful the screenwriting class was in making Vela & Niyah 
what it is. The class helped to contain my sometimes extravagant ideas and make the sisters the 
focal point of the script. The research and the screenwriting class helped me to write a script that 
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I was happy with. I believe it is a script that accomplishes what I set out to show: A story of 
Black sisterhood in a dystopian future.  
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CHAPTER 4 
THE BUDGET AND NIMS SCHOLARSHIP 
 
Throughout the writing process, I began to realize that in order to create the story world I 
wanted I would need to allocate more money to the art department than I had originally 
anticipated. My producer and I researched many methods about creating a ‘cave’ or 
‘underground’ space in the soundstage. Our research cemented the decision that more money 
should be spent towards art for this film. Of course, the idea of the Nims Scholarship was in the 
back of our minds, but it was not a sure thing so we had to plan accordingly. We researched 
different grants we could apply for, and in addition we planned on going the traditional route of 
having an Indiegogo campaign.  
The fact that I was awarded the scholarship is still shocking to me. Even now, reflecting 
back on the project, the Nims Scholarship definitely allowed me the freedom to make the film 
that I visualized in my head and heart. The scholarship also came with the pressure to make a 
quality film. I looked back on past thesis films that had won the award, such as Call Me Cappy 
and Just Like Wild Pete, I knew that I was in the company of talented women filmmakers and I 
was proud to be grouped with them.  
Our first meeting after the winning of the Nims Scholarship, my producer and I decided 
to keep with our original plan of allocating a significant portion of the budget to the art 
department. This film is very art heavy: the set build, dressing the set, the wardrobe. I believe the 
final estimate on art was $3,000.  
The next biggest expense was catering and craft services. I spent a little over $1,000 on 
food. My producer’s longtime family friend, Crystal Lirette catered the production and provided 
delicious home cocked meals for the crew. This allowed us to come in under budget and the 
remaining money was put towards replenishing craft services. Another important expense was 
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hair and makeup. My cast was entirely African American actresses and hair was a central part of 
the script. I knew from day one we would need a Black hairdresser experienced in working with 
natural hair. My producer was able to find Amber Ward through mutual friends. Amber owns her 
own natural hair shop in New Orleans and she did an excellent job in styling everyone’s hair for 
the film. The makeup artist, Rolexis Shinscing, had originally come in and auditioned for an 
actor role in the film. Even though she was not cast, she was so excited about the project that she 
worked all four days at a significant discount. I am really happy with the work that Amber and 
Rolexis did and I believe that the $975 that was spent was well worth it.  
I also decided to pay my talent which resulted in $1,000. I had originally budgeted for six 
days of production but we only shot four, so the total above the line came in under budget. In 
total I spent a little under $8,000 throughout production. There were some surprises, such as 
renting the generators for the night scenes and the seemingly never ending art department 
purchases. But as there were less shooting days than we had planned for, we did not overspend. 
Overall, I am very happy with how the money was spent on the film and I am very grateful to my 
producer for helping me through the whole process. 
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CHAPTER 5 
PRE-PRODUCTION 
 
 My second year as a graduate student I worked on a total of six thesis films. I believe that 
more than anything helped prepare me for the daunting task of producing my own thesis film. If 
there were such a thing as mentoring in the program, I would absolutely consider both Jade 
Hewitt and Andrea Kuehnel as such. Both were a tremendous help in the beginning stages of 
Vela & Niyah. Jade was a huge help in the writing and planning out of my prospectus. Andrea 
was an essential part of the casting process as my casting director. I was able to draw on their 
expertise and my own experiences working on previous thesis films to formulate a game plan 
that I believed worked well for Vela & Niyah. I also used my past experiences to assemble a 
team that I knew would support me throughout this process.  
The Team 
 There was never a question in my mind who would be the producer for Vela & Niyah. I 
had worked with Rebecca Llorella on other thesis films and she produced my second year film. I 
trust her implicitly and truly admire her work ethic. I was especially confident in her skills as she 
had taken the Producing class. Rebecca expressed a dedication to the script and the idea behind 
Vela & Niyah that greatly comforted me. I knew she would be my biggest supporter and be with 
me every step of the way.  
The visual aspect of the film was really important to me. I knew from the beginning that 
cinematography and production design could make or break the film. Trenton Mynatt was my 
first choice for cinematographer. Our working relationship is one of the best I have had with a 
fellow student. It is a relationship that was built over working closely together as 1st AD and 
cinematographer on many films. I knew that it would be hard to trust any other person but 
Trenton with my project. Also, we both share a love of science fiction films which was important 
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to me. Trenton knew many of my film references immediately and had great insight on how to 
visually create the world of Vela & Niyah.  
Rebecca and Trenton were always a lock for their respective positions of producer and 
cinematographer. However, the production designer was a position we struggled to fill right up 
until August 2015. Rebecca and I had tossed around a couple of names, but we couldn’t agree on 
anyone. We both knew how important the look and feel of the movie would be and that with the 
benefit of the Nims Scholarship we needed someone we could trust. Kathleen Vieira was not the 
first person that came to mind when we were considering who to ask, and now reflecting back on 
it, I cannot understand how she was not. I had seen Kathleen work in the art department for other 
films and I was really impressed with her attention to detail. I can truly say that Vela & Niyah as 
a film would not be what it is without her. Kathleen joined the team in August and we hit the 
ground running. We had weekly art meetings and created a feasible look and an environment of 
getting things done. I have come to value her skills as a production designer and filmmaker 
immensely and I will be forever grateful for the amount of work she put into the film. 
The final member of the team was Kyndra Periban as my 1st AD. Kyndra is an 
undergraduate student in her second year. She impressed me as a freshman on the first thesis film 
we worked on together, she as a production assistant and I as 2nd AD. Since that film, Kyndra 
has been on nearly every student film I have worked on. Although young, Kyndra carries a 
maturity and dedication to film that I admire. Her passion for learning every aspect of 
filmmaking is something I admire about her and I knew I would need on my team.  
I believe that these key people were essential to the making of this film. They were 
people I am comfortable with but that I knew would bring a ‘get it done’ mentality to the project. 
Also, Rebecca, Kathleen, and Kyndra are also women of color, so I knew that they would 
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understand my desire to make Vela & Niyah on levels other people could not. This was the team 
I knew could meet whatever challenges would arise and still perform at their best. I am grateful 
for every person who worked on my film, but these four are key crew members I would consider 
irreplaceable. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CASTING TWINS 
 
 As I stated previously, even at the beginning stages, it was my intention to make a film 
about sisters. In every adaptation of the script, a relationship between two sisters was always at 
the center. I also knew that the sisters, in fact the entire cast would be African American. Casting 
twin African American actresses seemed almost an insurmountable challenge, but I was married 
to the script and the ideas that it grew out of. I immediately asked Andrea Kuehnel to be my 
casting director. It is a position she excels at and we had worked together previously. She was 
excited about the script and ready to meet the challenges it presented. The three things we were 
tasked with: finding African American actresses, finding African Actresses that had a familial 
resemblance with each other that could pass as sisters and then finding the actresses to play the 
aunt and grandmother to those cast as the twins.  
Our first step was open auditions and they were extensive. I believe we auditioned 
between forty and fifty people for the twins. I was surprised by the amount of people we were 
able to find, but the audition process was draining. The scenes between Vela & Niyah are very 
emotional and there was little variety in terms of deliverance. Finally, we were left with eight or 
ten women that I had liked but with no clear Vela or Niyah. Andrea invited the women to 
callbacks and we paired them off with each other and switched their roles. At the end I was left 
with two choices: casting young or casting slightly older. There were pros and cons to each 
choice. The older pair was more experienced, while the younger pair had an innocence to them 
that was beautiful on camera. I was worried that the younger pair was too inexperienced and 
directing them might require more skills than I have. On the other hand, I was worried that the 
older pair was too old and did not resemble each other enough. In the end, I went with the older 
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pair: Kamille McCuin as Niyah and Ariadne Joseph as Vela. Unfortunately, Ariadne had already 
booked a project so I was back to square one.  
At this point I had to decide if I should recast the twins or keep Kamille and try to find 
someone to match her. Andrea was not worried. She suggested pairing Kamille with one of the 
actresses from the younger pair and have the younger woman play Vela. Kathleen Moore had 
impressed me in auditions and I enjoyed her portrayal of Vela. I was hesitant at first and Andrea 
suggested reviewing the footage from auditions and callbacks. Afterwards, I felt more confident 
about the choice. I contacted the two and asked them to come in and do a table read. Kathleen 
and Kamille were great together. Kamille had a maturity and air about her that distinctly 
reminded me of Niyah. She immediately connected with Niyah as a character and was already as 
protective of her as I was. Kathleen gave off air of wild innocence when next to Kamille that was 
very refreshing. I was more confident with casting them after that meeting. Reflecting back on it 
now, I believe that it is a true stroke of luck that Ariadne had booked another project and I cast 
Kathleen. Kathleen brought a vulnerable innocence to Vela that I’m not sure Ariadne would 
have, despite how talented she is. Kamille and Kathleen together on set would turn out to be a 
great pair.  
 Casting the roles of Amma (the grandmother) and Ta Simma (the aunt) was significantly 
easier. I had an actress in mind for the role of Amma prior to having auditions. Rhonda Dents 
was in my first year film and I admire her talent. I was prepared to cast her as Amma without 
auditioning someone for that role, but Andrea suggested waiting. That was the right choice, as 
Summer Selby auditioned for the role and she blew it out of the park. She was older than Rhonda 
and had a true dignified air about her. Another bonus was that her hair was natural and gray. Her 
talent and presence was enough that she would present an Amma that would be closer to what I 
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had originally imagined. Yet, I didn’t want to give up on Rhonda. None of the actors that had 
auditioned for Ta Simma were right for the part, so I cast Rhonda as Ta Simma. Both actresses 
accepted and they rounded out the cast for Vela & Niyah.  
 The casting process was long and sometimes frustrating, but the end results definitely 
made it worthwhile. Casting Vela & Niyah was harder than casting any of my previous films at 
UNO. Andrea and Rebecca definitely made the process easier and I am glad that at the end of 
hours spent watching actress audition, I was able to find Kathleen and Kamille. Both actresses 
brought a side to the twins that I had not thought of but now find I cannot picture them any other 
way. I was truly excited to work with them on set. 
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CHAPTER 7 
DIRECTING  
 
My usual position on set is that of a 1st AD. Assistant Directing and Directing are very different 
jobs. I had to change my mindset in preparation for production. In the days leading up to 
production I knew I had to work to let go of some ingrained habits. My plan was to focus on the 
script. I set time aside each day to review my notes and breakdown. I wanted to be as prepared as 
possible to speak with the cast about the script. My primary focus was Vela and Niyah. Their 
relationship was the centerpiece of the film and I felt it deserved the most attention.  
 The only rehearsals I had were with Kamille and Kathleen. After the initial table read, we 
were able to rehearse their scenes together on the sound stage. A huge benefit to building the set 
on the soundstage was that it was available to us at any time. Trenton and Kathleen Vieira were 
both able to attend a rehearsal session, which helped out immensely with the shot list planning. 
Also, Kathleen and Kamille were able to see the space prior to our actual shoot dates.  
At my first rehearsal it became clear to me that I had a huge advantage in casting Kamille 
along with Kathleen. Vela & Niyah is Kathleen’s first speaking role in a movie while Kamille 
had been in several short films prior. Previously, I had been worried about Kathleen’s lack of 
experience and how to direct her, but Kamille proved to be a great asset in helping Kathleen with 
the material. After each rehearsal, Kamille would spend a few moments mentoring Kathleen and 
the three of us would discuss each scene at length. The mentee and mentor relationship between 
the two gave them a great foundation on which to build the older sister, younger sister dynamic. 
Unfortunately, due to the schedule conflicts of Rhonda and Summer, I was unable to have a full 
cast rehearsal prior to production. At first I stressed about this fact, but we reserved two days for 
the family scene, so that I could devote time to rehearsing the scene the day of.  
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 The first day of shooting was just scenes with Kamille and Kathleen in the twins’ 
bedroom. My initial approach of the day was to focus more on Kathleen. I knew she was really 
nervous about the first day and worried about her performance. I made a point to speak to each 
of the women before and after each take. In fact, that day I don’t believe I was at the monitor at 
all and instead stayed by camera. As the day progressed, Kathleen became more and more 
comfortable with the process and I am happy with her performance.  
Kamille as Niyah was everything we rehearsed and more, with each take she was able to 
give me something new. The biggest challenge came at the end of the day. Kamille approached 
me at wrap and brought up an issue she was having with the camera team. The camera operator 
had the experience and knowledge to pull it off but at times, she would get self-conscious and 
would verbalize her disappointment if she made a mistake while operating with a sigh or a grunt. 
I knew that the operator had this habit and did not think anything of it. But I did not think of how 
this would come across to Kamille or Kathleen. This was a mistake on my part. I apologized to 
Kamille. It amazes me that Kamille waited until the end of the day to say anything at all, and I 
thank and respect her for doing that. I talked to Trenton after Kamille left and trusted him to 
discuss it with the camera operator.  
After that slight bump, the following days went well. The second day was our night 
shoot. The day started off slowly because of the problem with the generator, but once we solved 
that issue, we worked to finish out the day. The scene where Vela tries to leave Niyah above 
ground was emotionally the hardest scene for me and Kathleen and Kamille. It was the scene we 
rehearsed the most and discussed at length. The hardest part of the day was when we shot 
Kathleen’s coverage of the scene. Although she was doing her best, I felt that something was still 
missing. Kamille was able to bring her performance from our rehearsals and much more. But for 
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some reason Kathleen was not able to meet Kamille’s intensity as well as she had done in the 
rehearsals. After the third take, I took her aside and we discussed her feelings about the scene. 
She admitted that she was having a hard time getting into that same space. She tried thinking of 
her mother who had passed years earlier but it just wasn’t working. I told her if her mother was 
not helping her, we should instead try something else. I asked her if there was ever a time she 
had ever disappointed someone so greatly it hurt every time you looked at them, and she said 
yes. For Kathleen, that person had been her mother. I gave Kathleen a moment to bring up those 
feelings and then we did another take. The last take was definitely the best one, and it is the one 
that is in the film. Her performance was so moving that she brought Kamille to tears as well.  
The third day of shooting was with the full cast. Just as we had planned we were able to 
rehearse for an hour the day of the shoot. Kamille and Rhoda had worked together previously so 
they had an immediate repartee with each other. But neither of them had worked with Kathleen 
or Summer before. Out of all the days of the shoot, I would say my favorite moment is when we 
were shooting the initial hair braiding of the scene. At that moment it truly hit me that yes, we 
are making the movie I intended to make. I believe that Andrea really helped me to get a talented 
cast. Their stamina was simply amazing. We were able to shoot the big opening scene all in one 
day instead of the two we had previously planned.  
 I am very happy with my cast and their performances. As a director, I know that I am 
lacking in some aspects, but with this project I felt that I was truly working with my cast on a 
level I had not achieved before. I feel that it was truly a collaborative effort between all five of 
us. Each of them worked hard to bring the characters to life and I would work with any of them 
again in an instant. As with any project, there are regrets. If I had only did one more take, or I 
wish that we had shot that one shot we cut for time, but it is not in my nature to over think those 
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moments. Those moments are gone and the best thing I can do is learn from them. Directing this 
film was genuinely a challenge I enjoyed. My cast was as dedicated to this film as I was and 
extremely supportive of the idea and message behind the film.  
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CHAPTER 8 
LOCATION AND SET CONSTRUCTION 
 
The script calls for the majority of the action to take place underground in a living space 
unique to this dystopian community. As it would have been difficult to find an available location 
underground that meet all the needs of script, it was decided we would build the set on the UNO 
sound stage.  
I already had on my team Kathleen, and Jacob Hoyson joined us soon after. Jacob had 
helped to build the set for my second year film and I trusted in his skills. We researched methods 
to create a believable cave and there were many. The most feasible ones we settled on were spray 
foam, to carvable foam and plaster. Unfortunately, the spray foam was both expensive and could 
prove to be toxic if it did not dry correctly. The carvable foam was just as expensive and doing 
that method would have used up the entirety of the art budget before set dressing or props was 
even considered. As a result, we decided to go with the plaster process. Jacob said something 
then that I will never forget: we could either spend a lot of money or get it done fast, or spend a 
lot more time and less money. He was entirely right. We started prep for the plaster on 
September 19th and did not finish until the week of shooting nearly a month later. There were 
many sleepless nights spent in “The Cave” but the end result was truly worth it. We 
accomplished our goal of keeping the cost of building the set down but without compromising on 
the look of the cave.  
The other location needed for the film was easier to secure. Rebecca and I spent a couple 
of weekends scouting for the above ground location where Vela would try to leave Niyah. I 
wanted it to have a wild and overgrown look but also be accessible for a crew of thirty people 
and the cast. We settled on Bayou Segnette, a State Park on the West Bank. There was a part of 
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the nature trail that still had the ravaged effect of Katrina. I immediately brought Kathleen and 
Trenton to the location and both saw the potential of the location as Rebecca and I had.  
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CHAPTER 9 
CINEMATOGRAPHY AND PRODUCTION DESIGN 
 
The Look of the Film 
Deciding the visual look of this film was an important task. At the start I knew that I 
wanted it to be a visual difference between the scenes underground and the scenes above ground. 
After some thought I felt that the scenes underground should be warm with reds and browns, 
while the scene above ground would be cold and blue. I wanted their home dwelling to give off a 
sense of home. The reasons they lived underground was not important. Instead, it was more 
important to me to show that society had survived and found a way to live comfortably. This 
would contrast with the visual look of the scenes above ground, which would have a colder and 
other-worldly feel to them.  
I felt that this difference would reflect Vela’s struggle in a visual way. In her own home 
she is an outsider and does not match well with the others in her family circle. Niyah is the 
treasured sister. She is first born and heir so her look would complement the surrounding 
environment. On the other hand, when the sisters go above ground, Vela’s look would 
complement their surrounding environment while Niyah did not. This would serve Vela in two 
ways. First, it is where she intends to remove the obstacle of her sister Niyah would be lost in the 
cold abyss of the environment above ground and allow Vela to take the coveted position as 
firstborn. Second, above ground is where Vela finds solace in her very existence and gains the 
confidence in herself and the love from her Mother and sister to continue despite everything. It 
was my intention to have all of this reflected in the film.  
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Cinematography  
 Trenton Mynatt and I are very close and have a great working relationship. We share a similar 
taste in films and both enjoy science fiction films. I shared with him my plan of a warm 
underground against a blue above ground and he was immediately on board. Our biggest visual 
references for the underground films were films such as Stargate (Roland Emmerich, 1994) and 
Hellboy II: The Golden Army (Guillermo del Toro, 2008), Pan’s Labyrinth (Guillermo del Toro, 
2006). In terms of pre-visualization, I wanted the film to be shot almost entirely static. There are 
not many camera moves in the film and the only scene with a lot movement is the scene with 
first argument between the two sisters. I wanted there to be a stillness to the camera in order to 
contrast the emotional rollercoaster that the sisters, especially Vela, go through in the film. 
Trenton and I have created many shot lists together working as DP and 1st AD, so I know his 
thought process. I prepared by going through each scene several times and made a loose plan 
before we agreed on the final shot list.  
 
Production Design 
Kathleen and I met each week after she joined the team. I presented the same visual plan that I 
had shared with Trenton and we went from there. In the script level, the color divide is clearly 
established: Vela is dressed in blue and Niyah in red.  
Set Dressing 
Set dressing was an essential part of this project. Amy Laws and Kathleen worked well together 
to execute our plan. Our inspiration for set dressing the film came from such films like Stargate, 
Star Wars: A New Hope, and others. Vela’s paintings were also very important. I am extremely 
happy with how they turned out, although I wish we had shot more footage of them. The little 
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touches that Kathleen and Amy created from Vela’s paintbrushes and Niyah’s mirror helped to  
cement the story world.  
The family room was also very important. I knew that we needed to create a space that looked 
lived in. It needed to be a space that an audience member could believe that a family was 
surviving there. We planned out each corner of the room, including the kitchen, the altar, and 
sitting area. I am very happy with the execution of the set dressing and I will never forget the 
moment when I walked into the completed set.  
Wardrobe 
The general feeling of the whole art team was that the wardrobe needed to be unique and specific 
to the style and genre of the film. This meant that they would need to be handmade. The costume 
designer, Kellie O’Sullivan, designed and made almost all of the costumes, including those of 
Niyah and Vela. The ceremonial robes were her design and we talked at length about how they 
should look and what embellishments would be on Niyah’s compared to Vela’s. The ceremonial 
robes turned out beautifully. I am truly grateful to Kellie for all her hard work and the finished 
product.  
Props 
 The props in this film were just as crucial to establishing the story world of the film as the set 
dressing and wardrobe. The central props were the Vela’s necklace and also the combs that 
would be used for the hair braiding. Lauren Erwin was the prop master and she did a lot of 
research into finding a stone that fit the story but was also the right color. In accordance with the 
color palette we had already established, the stone for the necklace had to be red, and we went 
with a leather cord for the necklace. For the combs we decided to go with wooden combs in 
keeping with the ‘warm’ aesthetic. The props that were used above ground had a different color 
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palette. The masks and air tanks were white and silver respectively, and even the tethering hook 
was silver. 
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CHAPTER 10 
EDITING 
 
My plan had always been to edit my film myself. In the end it turned out to be a more 
daunting process than I had imagined. The dailies process took longer than I had wanted it too. I 
switched computers before I exported and even though I followed Jade’s instructions very 
carefully something was still not right. Thankfully I had Jade Hewitt and Madison Beaudet to 
help me through it. Jade was able to narrow my problem to settings that changed when I 
switched computers. I was able to export, but unfortunately changing those settings put all the 
footage out of sync. After re-syncing and re-exporting I was finally ready to edit the film. 
The first cut of the film closely resembled the script. The duration of the cut was around 
16 minutes and I felt that it dragged quite a bit. In particular, the scene with Vela contemplating 
the cloaks went on too long. Vela going from her comb to the cloaks, to the gauge just took too 
much time. Also, the scene with Vela and Niyah arguing for the first time was not playing how I 
wanted it to. Some of the dialogue felt chunky and too on the nose following the opening scene.  
I showed the first cut to several people and each had their own suggestions. After 
implementing those suggestions, the second cut was down to 13 minutes. However, this turned 
out to be too short and I had cut out too much. Many of the important elements of the story were 
lost. I knew I needed to find a happy medium between these two extremes. Thankfully, Danny 
Retz was there to help. After many sessions spent in an edit suite, I think we were able to find 
that happy medium. Danny was able to help refine the edit and make use of the coverage we shot 
in production, especially in the first scene with all the characters. I think the end result is a 
definite improvement on earlier versions.   
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CHAPTER 11 
FINALYZING THE FILM: POST SOUND AND COLOR CORRECTION 
 
The process of bringing the film back in to Scratch was easier than I had expected it to 
be. I had watched previous graduates struggle with their films for weeks in Scratch, so I was 
prepared for many nights in the finishing suite. But I was able to bring the film and titles back 
into Scratch with relative ease. I owe a lot of this to the PDF Jade created for the graduate 
students and also to Trenton, who was always available to answer any questions I had. As a 
result, I was able to conform the film and have everything ready for color correction within a 
couple of days.  
 
Color Correction 
The last step was color correcting the film. I was not worried about this daunting task as Trenton 
had agreed to take on the job from day one. The color grading itself was a very enjoyable 
experience. Trenton and I worked to augment what was already there. He made the underground 
scenes a good deal warmer than we had shot. I truly felt that the visual idea I had at the 
beginning of pre-production had been realized after seeing the final grading done on those 
scenes. My favorite is definitely the last scene, I really enjoy how warm the atmosphere is 
between the sisters and in the visual look.  
The above ground scenes are where our opinions differentiated. The problem area for Trenton 
had always been those scenes. He always insisted they were too dark and was eager to make a 
change. I did not want the scenes to be too bright. I wanted there to be a visual difference 
between the two locations in the film. It was not until I was doing revisions on my thesis paper 
that I remembered I had originally intended for those three scenes to have a ‘blue’ look to them. 
Trenton was immediately onboard with this idea and executed it very well. In the end, I believe 
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there is a vibrancy to both settings in the film that contrast nicely. I am very happy with what we 
were able to accomplish.  
Score 
I always had a particular person in mind for the score. Ernie Forzano composed my second year 
film and I really enjoyed his work. I knew I wanted him to score Vela & Niyah and he was very 
excited to take on the task. I had specific scenes that I wanted music for and what feelings the 
music should evoke. Ernie and I discussed the relationship between the sisters and the story 
world at length. He was very interested in the dystopian matriarchy of the script. I also shared 
with him artists I listened to at every stage of the film. Three specific artists were a constant 
inspiration from writing the script to editing the film. Janelle Monae is a pioneer artist in the 
Afrofuturist style. FKA Twigs has a more electronic style and uses a lot of synthesizers. Ibeyi are 
a twin sister duo and have a haunting style of music. Ernie was able to take all of our discussions 
about the script and my inspirations to create a score for the film. I really enjoy the music he 
produced and was very glad to work with him again.  
 
Post Sound 
I knew post sound would a big hurdle for me to overcome. The above ground scenes had the 
generator noise throughout all of the production sound. I did not know where to begin to solve 
the problem. Thankfully, Emilie Nutter and Emily Poulliard were there to help me through the 
process. Emily Poulliard helped me to record ADR with both Kathleen and Kamille for each of 
those scenes. Emilie Nutter helped me with the sound design. We used some effects to cover up 
the ‘ADR booth’ feel to the audio and give the above ground scenes a certain atmosphere. 
Overall, it worked out for the best. 
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CHAPTER 12 
FILM AND SELF-ANALYSIS 
 
Although I am still in the midst of post-production, I think enough time has passed to 
adequately analyze the film and the process of making it. My initial goal was to make a film that 
would showcase Black women in a beautiful and complex way set against a futuristic 
background.  
At the script level, I think the sisters’ dynamic is clear and strong. Kamille and Kathleen 
succeed in bringing that dynamic to the screen. Those who have seen the movie seem to 
understand the tough position the sisters are in.  
I believe that rehearsals with the actors went well. On set, I wish I had been faster in 
recognizing when Kathleen was struggling with her character. Vela is a hard character to nail 
down, the emotional rollercoaster she goes through in one scene can be a daunting task even for 
an experienced actor. Towards the end of production, I realized that Kathleen needed one or two 
takes to warm up. After going through the edit process and reviewing all the footage, I really 
wish I had realized that sooner. If I had, I think Kathleen would have been more comfortable in 
her role and I would have had more flexibility in post. Despite this, I still believe that Kathleen 
was more ‘Vela’ than Ariadne would have been. I only wish I had been more capable of 
directing her at the beginning. I also wish I had been able to pick up on the fact that Kamille was 
having a hard time on the first day. I know she waited until the end of the day and I think that 
speaks highly of her professionalism, but I would have rather she didn’t go a whole day 
wondering if the camera operator was reacting to her performance or not. I do not think the film 
suffers because of this, but it is definitely something I will remember when I direct my next 
project.   
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The overall look of the film is something I am really happy with. Again, I wanted the 
women in my film to be photographed beautifully. I love the opening shots of Kathleen combing 
through her hair. I love how regal Summer looks when she scolds Kathleen. The scene in which 
Kamille braids Kathleen’s hair is by far my favorite in the film. It is a scene that was written with 
my own sisters in mind and I’m very happy with how it turned out. I really enjoy the moments 
were there is no dialogue and we can be with Kathleen in her emotional turmoil. I am really 
happy with how beautiful each of the women looks. I do wish there was more coverage for 
certain scenes, specifically for the scene “above ground.” I know that we were under a time 
crunch. We lost a lot of time waiting for the generator and spent the rest of the day making up for 
it. We were able to get the shots that we absolutely needed rather than what we wanted, but that 
is the reality of filmmaking. At the end of the day, I think we were able to capture enough to 
make the scene work.  
The overall look of the art is something that amazes me each time I watch the film. 
Everyone on the art team and beyond worked with such dedication to make that set a reality. The 
costumes were amazing. The set dressing and props were very well thought out and executed. I 
only wish we had showcased more of the smaller details Kathleen and Amy added. 
I had two public screenings of the film. The first was a small screening with my cast and 
their friends. The screening went well, and the audience responded well to the film. But most of 
the audience was comprised of people intimately connected to the film. At the second screening I 
was better able to experience the opinions of an unbiased audience. The audience was film 
students at UNO, but none of them had worked on the film or had any knowledge of it 
previously. I know that it is common to have a questionnaire at screenings in classes but I 
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decided not to do that. I wanted the students to feel comfortable talking about the film without 
the pressure of it being a class assignment.  
The students were very intelligent in their response to the film. One thing that surprised 
me were the amount of questions about the story world of the film. Many wanted to know what 
happened to the Earth, or if they were even on Earth. Or they wanted to know why they lived 
underground. I enjoyed answering many of their questions but I was a little disappointed that 
there was so much focus on the setting rather than the actual story itself. I think that when I 
submit the film to festivals and showcase it to a wider audience than perhaps I will receive a 
different response. Overall, I think it was a valuable experience for me. The audience isn’t 
always going to react as you intended and they won’t always focus on the aspects you want them 
to.   
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CHAPTER 13 
CONCLUSION 
 
 I set out to make a thesis film centered on Black women in the future. I believe I have 
achieved this goal. Vela & Niyah has not been submitted to any festivals yet. I have shown the 
film to crew members, close friends, and people associated with UNO, and they have enjoyed the 
film. It is not a perfect film but I think the intentions behind the film are clear. I do not know 
what happens to Vela or Niyah at the end of the film, but I don’t think that is as important as how 
the audience feels after watching the film. I hope that seeing the two sisters come together at the 
end of the film gives them a sense of hope. I will have to wait until the film has been exposed to 
general audiences to see if this rings true. 
I am so proud of what the cast and crew was able to accomplish. Every single member of 
the crew has my eternal gratitude and sometimes I feel as if I cannot thank them enough. In some 
ways, Vela and Niyah has been a dream of mine since I was a child who wanted to be a 
filmmaker. To see that dream realized is a truly humbling experience.  
 The making of Vela & Niyah was an amazing journey. There were clear challenges: 
building the set, casting the twins, the post process. I think we were able to meet these challenges 
and produce results that I am proud of. Of course, mistakes were made along the way but I 
believe valuable lessons were learned in return. I have really come to appreciate the 
collaboration aspect of filmmaking. I had a clear vision and my crew was a huge part of making 
that vision a reality. I had worked with many of the crew members prior to Vela & Niyah. But 
working with them on my thesis film allowed me to see and appreciate their skills in a new way.  
I learned so much about myself and filmmaking throughout the whole process. I still have a lot to 
learn, but I am very happy that Vela & Niyah is the final product of my time here at the 
University of New Orleans.  
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The DVD copy of the thesis Vela & Niyah is located in the Earl K. Long Library.
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